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 35th Punjab Assembly. The song was unveiled yesterday at Punjab Bhawan, Punjab Vidhan Sabha. In a first-of-its-kind
initiative for the states, the railways has launched a luxury train service called Bhakra Beema. The trains will run on the Howrah-

Delhi route and the AC chair car service will have eight executive seats. The AC chair car will accommodate ten passengers,
including three crew members. It will have a capacity of 28 people. The semi-sleeper cars will have six seats, a dining car will
have 12 seats and the kitchen cum pantry car will have ten seats. Police have arrested a man who is said to have set a separate
office for a woman in Varanasi as his permanent residence in another constituency. Police personnel had arrested the man on

January 24. 'A' written on the walls of an office of chief engineer in the WCD office as if he were a married couple. The party
called the incident as 'evidences of rampant communalism in the country'. Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said that the NDA

government has the right to make laws, but the opposition has a duty to respond to them. PIL against the police action On
Monday, the Supreme Court will hear a petition filed by an advocate, challenging the Prevention of Cruelty to Women and
Children (Amendment) Act that provides for lodging of FIRs against police action in cases of cruelty against women and

children. 'We are not a state and we do not need a constitution. We have been working since independence. The moment a state
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wants a constitution, it should think of it as if we are a state then we will get our rights automatically,' the minister said. Shankar
Singh said that the government has worked since its foundation and we are working. A novel written by Arun Kumar Gupta

about the failure of UPA government has got wide critical acclaim in last 48 hours. According to The Indian Express, he says,
“A novel which is set in the present but is actually a history of the past tells the story of a family called Swagata Trust.” The

article points out that the novel was published almost two decades after the formation of government and notes that it is unlikely
that such an exercise would take place now. The Central government has begun the process of amending the National Rural

Employment Guarantee Act of 1970 82157476af
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